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Abstract:
Most of practical radiation patterns of an antenna are inhomogeneous spherical waves. If it is
a spherical wave, the auxiliary waves do not exist [1]. If the study of auxiliary waves is needed, an
acceptable pseudo auxiliary wave of reasonable size of errors must be created in a far field zone of
the radiation.
The phase pulling of an auxiliary wave by the principal wave is a useful technology in radiation
pattern study. In this seminar, not only the phase pulling, phase pushing, frequency pulling,
frequency pushing are presented. Phase pushing and pulling mechanisms due to the phase and the
amplitude of the principal wave are presented. Frequency pulling and pushing mechanisms due to
the frequency and amplitude of the principal waves are also presented.
The basic principles utilized for this study are the principle of equal propagation figures of
the principal wave and auxiliary waves, the principle of the linear superposition of electromagnetic
fields and the principle of the voltage figure(VF), which is a new term introduced for this seminar.
In this seminar, experimental procedure involving phase pulled concentric and eccentric auxiliary waves[1] is presented and discussed. This may give an explanation of the superluminal speed
propagation of radio waves experimentally observed in 1989[2].
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